Suggested Catering Suppliers for Weddings

The Limousin is renowned for its farmers and beautiful artisan-produced food and
we know some of the best caterers and suppliers in the region. French food and
wine are the perfect complement to your wedding, and our suppliers are also adept
at innovating to provide wonderful fresh twists on the traditional French palate.
We don’t provide a prescriptive list of suppliers, as we want you to feel at home at
the Manoir! Feel free to bring in your own choice of suppliers, but some
suggestions are below. Please bear in mind that website presentation is not
reflective of quality of food.
You could create the perfect wedding or event with some of these ideas:
● succulent hog roast, perfect for large groups;
● posh barbecue, relaxed and delicious;
● picnic hampers, let your guests pick up their hamper and a blanket and chill
out on the lawns;
● smart buffet, simple and tasty;
● wood-fired pizza van;
● food-truck;
● traditional French seated meal.
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Severine Hostein
Severine is a wonderful caterer who is experienced in catering for large and small
groups. She often caters for our holiday rental guests who have left rave reviews
for her food.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Au-petit-pois/111955188875864
Emmanuelle Tapiero
Also a superb caterer who is experienced in catering for large and small groups.
She often caters for our holiday rental guests who have left rave reviews for her
food.
Boucherie a La Ferme
Sophie and Raymond, who run Boucherie a La Ferme raise all their own meat on
the farm and then transform it into beautiful hand-pressed burgers, homemade
sausages, kebabs, ribs, steaks and other delicious goodies for your post barbecue.
Takes outdoor cooking to another level! Also wonderful hog roasts
http://www.boucheriealaferme.com/
La Grande Ourse
Amazing food truck style catering from the wonderful Baptiste, serving up a mix of
internationally influenced French cuisine and innovative street food.
https://www.facebook.com/cuisineitinerante
L’instant Gourmande
Wonderful restaurant about 10 minutes drive from the Manoir which also has a
catering service. Beautiful food.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/LINSTANT-GOURMAND/324993466834
Mon Chef a La Maison
A more traditional caterer, well-used to larger group events and sit-down catering.
http://www.monchefalamaison.fr/
La Feuillardiere
A more down to earth style of catering, perfect for the more relaxed gathering.
http://www.la-feuillardiere.fr/traiteur-haute-vienne.html
Stephane Chaput
Our fabulous wine man. Has some of the best wine from all over France, and
supplies top chefs and restaurants. He can help source excellent natural wines for
receptions and meals.
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